March 2017 selected reports of MFPD:
The following are the more notable incidents occurring in the past month.
17-000360 03/01/17 8:14pm
Woodman’s/Shoplifting - Theft of meat and seafood. Suspects
located in the lot loading items into a gold Chrysler LHS 4dr. 2 M/B suspects were arrested on outstanding
warrants, as well as for the theft, and eventually transported to WKSO Jail.
17-000363 03/02/17 9:05am
The Orchard Inn/Burglary - The Orchard Inn was burglarized on the
night 03-01-17. Footprints in the snow led officers to the residence of the suspects. Suspects were located and
admitted to the burglary and taken to MFPD. Both subjects were booked, interviewed and released to a parent.
17-000367 03/02/17 1:45pm
unsecured room.

Village at the Falls /Theft – Employees cell phone was taken from an

17-000375 03/04/17 2:47am
Subway/Burglary – Officers responded to a burglar alarm at the
business to find a door smashed with a brick. Cash drawers were removed. Video surveillance shows footage of a
male suspect: unknown race wearing unknown colored sweatshirt, dark pants and grey gloves.
17-000384 03/05/17 9:39pm
W140N8300 block Lilly Rd DV - Officers respond to a DV physical
altercation in progress. Husband and wife involved in a physical altercation. Female had visible physical injury to
her face. Husband was taken into custody for DV Battery. He was transported to the PD where he was processed,
booked, and he then posted $500.00 bond. He was then released. Women's Center notified
17-000385 03/06/17 1:37pm
Walgreen South/Shoplifting – 3 M/B subjects concealed small electronics and
th
left without paying while a 4 subject was distracting employees. Subjects were later located at Kohls Department
store after they were interrupted by Kohls staff and left without merchandise. 3 subjects were cited for retail theft
th
and released. 4 subject was placed in custody for a body only warrant.
17-000401 03/10/17 2:26pm
Best Buy / Shoplifting - M/W was observed by employees concealing
merchandise and leaving the store w/out payment. Def was stopped outside and found to have wrapped
merchandise in tin foil to defeat the theft detection devices. Def was on P&P for ID theft, 2 counts retail theft, and
2 counts POCS. P&P notified and an order to detain was placed. Def transported to WKSO jail on the P&P
detention only, retail theft and POCS.
17-000403 03/11/17 11:47pm
Walgreens North Robbery. Officers responded to an Armed Robbery
at Walgreens-North Suspects (S1 M/B and S2 M/B) entered the store and hopped over a consultation counter by
the pharmacy. S1 produced a black semi auto pistol, and demanded Oxycodone and Percocet. The pharmacist
complied and the suspects filled a backpack and a duffle bag with the prescription drugs. The Suspects then fled
on foot towards the northwest. WKSO K9 responded, conducted search, and discovered the possible location
where a suspect vehicle had been parked in a lot to the northwest.
17-000428 03/14/17 3:08pm
Village Bowl/Theft – Theft of personal bowling equipment. Initial
video surveillance shows an unknown male/Asian leaving the premise with the bowling equipment (valued at
approximately $490). Same male/Asian is observed outside on video surveillance handing the stolen equipment to
a second male/Asian and leaving in a newer unknown make or model black four door vehicle.
17-000453 03/20/17 6:33pm
Hobby Lobby/Shoplifting - Three suspects: 1 M/B and 2 F/B's worked
together by loading two shopping carts with merchandise and attempting to leave the store without payment.
One shopping cart was left inside by one of the females, but the second was pushed out by the M/B and
abandoned in the lot when confronted by store management. Suspects fled in a gray Acura Integra with WI plate:
749ZRG with the M/B operating. The vehicle left the lot and was later observed by MFPD officer, short pursuit
ensued and was terminated after a short distance.

17-000454 03/20/17 6:55pm
Marcus Theaters/DV/ Battery - Officers responded to Marcus Cinemas
for a report of a fight at the bar. M/B & F/W were in a verbal altercation which became physical over car keys and
phone at which time the M/B punched the F/W in the mouth causing injury. Male fled the scene and the female
refused to cooperate with officers. F/W was transported to CMH due to her injuries. Later in the evening, M/B was
located and arrested for DV Battery(substantial). Suspect was taken to MFPD, booked, interviewed and
transported to WKSO Jail.
17-000466 03/22/17 9:56pm
Marcus Theaters/ Battery - Officers responded to report of physical
altercation/battery. Victim had a warrant with GTPD, he was arrested, booked, posted bond and released.
Suspect was arrested, provided statement and booked for Battery and released.
17-000467 03/23/17 9:44am
N91W16000 block Junction Way/Theft of MV - On 03/13/17 a 2008
Harley Davidson motorcycle was removed from the underground parking garage without the permission from the
owner. The suspect was contacted and refused to bring the motorcycle back claiming that it belonged to her. The
motorcycle was entered as stolen with NCIC.
17-000477 03/24/17 1:42pm
Woodman’s/Retail Theft - Suspect selected numerous items totaling
over $400 and attempted to leave the store without paying or attempting to pay. Suspect was confronted by LP
after last point of sale, left the cart, and fled into the parking lot. Suspect entered a vehicle (black Nissan Quest)
driven by another party.
17-000480 03/24/17 7:08pm
Woodman’s/Shoplifting – M/B suspect selected multiple cases of
bottled water and Red Bull Energy Drink valued at over $200 and attempted to leave without paying or attempting
to pay. Suspect was confronted by Loss Prevention after passing the last point of sale and fled on foot to his car in
the parking lot. Suspect apprehended and booked for Misdemeanor Retail Theft, Resisting, and Bail Jumping.
Suspect was unable to post bond and was transported to WKSO Jail.
17-000485 03/26/17 5:10am
Woodman’s /Shoplifting - 2 M/B suspects pushed a loaded cart of
groceries out of store without making payment. Both suspects fled in a dark colored vehicle.
17-000488 03/26/17 7:19pm
N85W14100 block Fond Du Lac Ave/Theft from auto - Suspect fled in a
black pick-up truck. Officers located and stopped the vehicle occupied by a F/W and M/W. Both parties were
taken to MFPD, booked, and provided statements. Muni citations issued for poss of drug paraphernalia and theft.
17-000489 03/26/17 10:10pm
W159N8300 block Apple Valley Dr/Battery - Father was repeatedly
struck with a broom handle by his autistic son. Treatment sought for injuries. Crisis worker responded and
determined son did not meet the criteria for a Chapter 51.15. It was determined the incident met the criteria for a
domestic violence, battery, however due to son’s autism he was not arrested for domestic violence. Rather this
case will be referred to the Waukesha County District Attorney's office for a charging review.
17-000490 03/27/17 9:51am
Target /Fight/in progress - Officers were dispatched to Target to
investigate the report of a fight in progress. Investigation revealed W/M flew in from out of state and took a cab to
MF. Subject had thought he was going to Mukwonago but gave the wrong directions to the cab driver. When the
cab driver realized that they were 30+ miles from Mukwonago, he demanded payment. Suspect refused and began
to strike the cab driver about the head and neck area causing pain. Suspect arrested for muni battery, conveyed to
MFPD, booked, issued citation, posted bond and was given ride to the Milwaukee Rescue Mission.
17-000494 03/27/17 10:51pm
Kwik Trip/Theft of gas – M/B occupant of white Pontiac G6, no plates,
tinted windows, dispensed $23.84 worth of gas without making payment.
17-000503 03/29/17 12:02am
N77W15000 block Woodview Dr./DV/Battery – Male was struck by his
wife in the head. Investigation revealed the wife was the predominant aggressor and she was arrested for
DV/Battery. DV paperwork was completed and 72 hour was waived. Female was booked, provided a statement
and released after posting bond. Women's Center notified.

17-000507 03/30/17 12:13am
N82W13700 block Fond Du Lac Ave./DV/Battery – Male & female
involved in physical altercation. Suspect fled prior to officer arrival, he was eventually located at the Radisson and
taken into custody. Suspect was booked for DV/Battery, Intimidation of Victim and P&P Violation; transported to
WKSO Jail

